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Top 3 marketing secrets learned
from the

Fort Lauderdale Boat Show (FLIBS) 

Host: Janet GrangerPresenter: Melanie Kyle 
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#1 Instagram won 

Looking at FLIBS coverage on all social media channels, it’s clear that 
Instagram is the new darling for the Fort Lauderdale International Boat show. 

Here are just a few examples of what we saw…  
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Facebook vs. Instagram
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Instagram stories 

The Official FLIBS handle made good use of 
Instagram’s “stories” feature – as did others. 

Notice: 

❖ Who posted

❖ Logo used

❖ Highlight of exhibitors 

❖ Use of videos vs. pictures
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What does this mean? 

How can you maximize learnings about social media from FLIBS? 

Here are some ideas…. 
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Maximize Instagram

Hashtags

#FLIBS, the official hashtag of the Fort 
Lauderdale International Boat Show

#FLIBS2018. 

Stories

The ability to add different video clips together 
to form a “story.” 

Promote

Put ad dollars behind posts to increase their 
reach. It’s a “pay to play” world now.” 
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Consider YouTube
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#2 Videos, videos, videos  

Now, more than ever, videos are key in marketing and sales. 

Here’s a great example from Sirius! 
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Sirius XM video 

https://marineadnetwork-
my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/melanie_kylemediainc_com/EUXQrbs13otJnH9Ti2uaBdcBPkLM5b
OtYgM_T55vnkRIzw?e=f4nVjv

https://marineadnetwork-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/melanie_kylemediainc_com/EUXQrbs13otJnH9Ti2uaBdcBPkLM5bOtYgM_T55vnkRIzw?e=f4nVjv
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Click Through Rates
Video versus Static Images 

CTR - 0.27% CTR - 1.10%
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#3 Retargeting is everything  

Capturing your perfect audience at FLIBS is the first step. 

Then, you can grown your relationship for the rest of the year! 
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Retargeting
Market to event attendees after the event is over

Event attendee sees your 
ad during the event and 

clicks to visit your website

STEP ONE

As soon as the attendee 
lands on your website, we 

will drop a retargeting pixel.

STEP TWO

Attendee is surfing the web 
a few days after the show. 

STEP THREE

The retargeting pixel 
identifies the users location 
and serves another ad for 
your company featuring the 
product they were looking 
at during the event.

STEP FOUR

Attendee clicks on the ad 
and returns to your 
website

STEP FIVE

Attendee can then make a 
purchase or becomes a 
lead resulting in a 
conversion.

STEP SIX
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THANK YOU
Questions? 


